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Amusement
Dear Readers,
2004 has been an extremely successful
year for Maurer Söhne Amusement. Our
Spinning
Coaster
alone was installed
in six different amusement parks: Lebanon,
Waldameer,
Seabreeze, Drievliet,
Alton Towers and
Chessington.
Many of the innovative ideas of 2003
were implemented for the first time in
2004: the X-Car Coaster, for example,
made its debut as the Sky Wheel, immediately setting a number of records. And
the first Maurer Söhne water ride is being
installed in Lebanon.
We are particularly proud of the fact that
we have unfailingly been able to meet
even the tightest of deadlines and the
expectations of our customers.
On that note, we hope you have fun reading this issue of Xpress, and wish you
inspiration and success in your business
dealings.

November 2004

Maurer Söhne builds the first X-Car Coaster

Sky Wheel at Allgäu Skyline Park offers the world’s highest inverted ride
The first Maurer Söhne X-Car Coaster
was inaugurated on 15th of October.
Allgäu Skyline Park, situated near
the spa of Bad Wörishofen, is the
first park in the world to offer a sensational inverted ride without shoulder restraints. Visible for miles around,
the Sky Wheel also sets other world
records: as well as being the highest
inverted ride, it is the highest coaster going into operation in 2004. Furthermore, despite the pioneering new
technology involved, the ride was also
developed and built in record time:
between March and October 2004.

Jörg Beutler, Managing Director
MAURER SÖHNE

Sky Wheel. Highest Inversion worldwide.

High-flyer!

Second X-Car coaster destined for England
Within days of the maiden run of the first
X-Car coaster, the “Sky Wheel”, Munichbased manufacturer Maurer Söhne is
celebrating the next order: the world’s
second X-Car coaster is to be built at
Drayton Manor Park in England, where it
will replace the 20-year-old Klondike Gold
Mine coaster. “Barnstorm”, as the new
ride is to be called, is set to “fly” passengers along a spectacular track from 1st of
July 2005. The use of X-Cars makes for
an extremely varied ride along the 385
meters of track. The layout is very compact and fits, for example, in the space
required by a “Boomerang”. The height of
the ride is restricted to 25 m due to local
authority regulations in force in the park.
The station is situated at a height of 10
m, with the result that the braking system
is simple and inexpensive. Solenoid brakes
are to be used. The station has been
designed as a glass and steel construction
in keeping with the modern look of the
X-Cars.
The ride gets off to a lightning start, with
an initial descent right after the station,
down to the Humpty Bump Lift, which carries the car up vertically to the impressive
inverted backward roll with lift-off forces
of -1 g. The car then plunges down a steep
loop figure with a top speed of up to 70
km/h. The next ride figure – a thrill for
both passengers and onlookers alike – is
a very tight, high camelback, in which the

This exciting new ride is based on the
innovative Maurer X-Car, the world’s
first roller coaster car to allow inverted figures without shoulder restraints.
Passengers are subjected to negative
g-forces, secured by no more than a
hip restraint – freedom with a rush of
adrenaline.
The Sky Wheel exploits this new potential to the full, without easing the
passengers in gently. Immediately after
leaving the station, the X-Car rides up
vertically to a height of 46 m where it
performs a gut-wrenchingly slow quarter
loop – backwards. Inspired by the world
of aerobatics, this revolutionary ride
figure has been named the “Humpty
Bump Lift”. Subjected to a force of -1 g,
the passengers hang upside down at a
dizzying height – secured only by a hip
restraint. One of the main technical challenges with the extremely high “Wheel”
was to keep vibration under control.

Vertical lift with reverse
loop

Preliminary Layout X-Car-Coaster „Barnstorm“, Drayton Manor Park

passengers again experience negative
g-forces of up to -1 g and plenty of airtime.
There’s no time to catch your breath, as
this is followed immediately by the Bent
Cuban Eight. Like the Humpty Bump, this
exciting new inverted figure, specially
developed for Barnstorm, is based on
an aerobatic figure. It offers two further
inversions and looks like a vertical figureof-eight that has been bent in the middle
by 180°. A final high banked curve leads
spectacularly back to the station.
Thetotal ride time is about 50 seconds.
With two single X-Cars or a tandem of

two coupled X-Cars, the capacity of the
ride is approx. 550 pph; two tandems
double this to approx. 1100 pph. A
third car can be used to allow passengers plenty of time to get on and off
with the ride operating at full capacity.
It has not yet been decided what combination will be used initially when the
ride goes into operation at Drayton
Manor. Additional cars can be added at
any time, however. The ride can also be
extended, without increasing the space
requirement, to a total track length of
approx. 530 m.

From a distance, the Sky Wheel looks
like a giant wheel, but with no hub or
spokes. Apart from the panoramic view
of the Alps, however, the roller coaster
has little in common with the tranquillity of a giant wheel. The Humpty
Bump is followed instantly by a 360°
corkscrew and a plummeting vertical
drop at 105 km/h. After swinging spectacularly to and fro, again at impressive
heights, the X-Car returns to the station
– or, depending on requirements and
capacity, launches itself over the summit once more and embarks on another
breathtaking ride.
The Sky Wheel can match much bigger
coasters for excitement, but has modest
floor space requirements and a relatively
short track length thanks to its compact
design. This all adds up to a highly
interesting cost situation. Furthermore,
the Sky Wheel is designed in such a
way that it can be extended in two
further investment steps, thus keeping
pace with the expected boost in visitor
numbers and adding more kicks. And

it goes without saying that the overall
installation, standing tall at 50 meters,
is also an effective long-range advertising
medium.

Innovation produces world
records
The Sky Wheel at Allgäu Skyline Park is
the first X-Car coaster in the world. In
the autumn of 2003, Munich-based ride
manufacturer and steel construction
specialist Maurer Söhne unveiled the XCar prototype to an interested audience
of industry insiders. The innovative sixseater roller coaster car is the culmination
of two years’ development work by the
Maurer Söhne engineers in cooperation
with TÜV Süddeutschland (Technical
Inspectorate, Southern Germany), the
Institute for Ergonomics at the Technical
University of Munich, and the industrial
designers Hartmann und Hartmann. The
concept “car, not train” allows extremely
tight ride figures and dispenses with the
need for long sections of track to build up
speed. In addition to the highest possible
levels of safety and ride comfort, the
designers also concentrated – successfully
– on producing a first-class design. This is
borne out by the collection of international
awards they have picked up, including
the prestigious “red dot award” from the
North Rhine-Westphalian Design Center.

Summary of the superlatives
Here is an overview of the records and
innovations of the Sky Wheel at a glance:
 Highest inverted ride in the world
(track height 46 m (151 ft))
 Highest roller coaster going into operation worldwide in 2004 up to now
((total height 52 m (171 ft))
 Highest and fastest ride with inverted
figures in Germany
 Third highest steel coaster in Germany
 Humpty Bump: vertical lift with slow
quarter loop
 360° corkscrew followed by plummeting drop
 Attraction and thrills in a compact
package with potential for expansion

Continued on page 8 » » » »
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“Quickly became one of our
most popular rides”
Interview with Rob Norris, President and CEO, Seabreeze Park
Why did you decide on an SC 2000 and
why did you choose Maurer Söhne?
We were looking for an exciting new
coaster that was unique, had a compact
footprint, a great ride experience and was
built by a reputable manufacturer. The
Maurer Söhne SC 2000 was our choice.

How did visitors respond to the new
roller coaster?
The SC 2000 quickly became one of
our most popular rides. The rotating
cars give a different ride experience
each time. This resulted in our guests
riding it several times in a single day.

What factors were given special consideration during the implementation of the
project? What factors were of particular
importance to you?
We needed to have a reliable delivery
date and erection time estimates. With
the SC 2000 being built with a portable
base frame, the erection time was very
fast with virtually no hold-ups. We also
wanted a manufacturer that gave us
good support. The Maurer tech support
was always available and helped us
work through the inevitable first-season
glitches.

Looking back, is there anything you
would now do differently? What
approach do you now take to new
projects?
It‘s not always easy, but the earlier the
planning the better.
What are the latest trends within the
sector? What direction are parks tending to take at the moment?
Our park is geared towards young families. We try to install rides that appeal
to them all.
SC 2000 Whirlwind car, Seabreeze.

“Many rode the ride over and over again”
Interview with Mr. Dal Freeman, Technical Director and
Safety Engineer, Lagoon Park, Utah, USA

SC 2000 Steel Dragon lift, Waldameer.

Steel Dragon car about to enter the station.

Spider, Steel Dragon,
Whirlwind, ...
The number of Xtended SC 2000s
in the USA is on the rise

Dal Freeman in front of the SC 2000 Spider, Lagoon Park.

Why did you decide on an SC 2000 and
why on Maurer Söhne?
Lagoon was looking for a unique coaster
that would provide a good marketing
opportunity. The spinning coaster was
a new concept and something patrons
would come to ride just for a new experience.
What factors were given special consideration during the implementation of the
project? What factors were of particular
importance to you?
Cost is a very critical consideration for
Lagoon with limited capital. Part of the
economic justification is the portable
design that minimizes installation costs.

Triple monitoring using individually wired
sensors of important safety parameters
was a requirement to improve safety and
ride reliability.
How did visitors respond to the new
roller coaster?
Lagoon’s patrons enjoyed the spinning
sensation offered by the attraction, and
many rode the ride over and over again.
The only complaint was the short ride
cycle.
What are the latest trends within the
sector? What directions are parks tending to take these days?

I don’t know about other parks, but
Lagoon will always be interested in
a medium-sized, economically priced
coaster with unique features. Parks are
looking for rides that are ADA-compliant. External monitoring of lap bars is
very important.
What requirements does the ideal
family roller coaster need to fulfill?
The coaster needs to provide a thrill
ride that meets the family level of
acceptance. That means no “upside
downs” and a couple of seconds between elements for patrons to catch
their breath. Ride speeds and heights
are also factors.

In April 2003, Lagoon Park, the legendary family park in Farmington, Utah,
opened its new coaster attraction, the
“Spider”. The name and theming were
inspired by the unique feature of this
new Spinning Coaster, in which eight
four-seater single cars whirl around the
track like flies caught in a spider’s web.
However, the “Spider” did not stay on its
own for long. It has now been joined in
the USA by several other Maurer Söhne
Spinning Coasters. 2004 saw three
MAURER Xtended SC 2000s go into
operation.

Record time at
Waldameer
Waldameer Park in Erie, Pennsylvania,
put Maurer Söhne’s legendary short
production times to the test. A completely new SC 2000 was manufactured
in record time. Named Steel Dragon, the
cars are accordingly designed in the
form of dragons. Steel Dragon went into
operation on 2nd of July 2004, in time
for the park’s peak season.
Passengers leave the chain lift at a top
height of 53 ft (16 m). The four-seater
cars plummet down a steep opening
drop, with the spinning function still
blocked, heading for a high-level hairpin
curve where spinning is released ... as

the cars hurtle through a high switchback
turn with 90 degrees of bank, known as
the Immelmann turn, before proceeding
through a ski slalom, a carousel, and a
series of other curves.

Whirlwind storms into
Seabreeze
Back in May 2004, another SC 2000 was
opened at Seabreeze Park in Rochester,
New York. As the name “Whirlwind”
suggests, passengers will have more
than just a gentle sea breeze ruffling
their hair when they take on this coaster.
The ride was previously on the road as
a transportable attraction and was completely overhauled and restyled by Maurer
Söhne before delivery to Seabreeze. It
has a maximum capacity of 900 riders
per hour.

Transportable coaster
Another used and thoroughly overhauled
ride, a transportable Compact Spinning
Coaster this time, was delivered to Ray
Cammeck Shows (RCS) in February.
This MAURER Xtended SC 2000 is quite a
compact family coaster, with a base frame
size of just 150 x 80 ft (46 x 24 m), but
its 1400 ft (427 m) of track feature all
the thrilling ride elements of a truly great
coaster.
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Response has been very positive
Interview with Tussauds Theme Parks Limited
Why did you decide on two SC 3000s
and why did you choose Maurer
Söhne?
We wanted the best family coaster on
the market and this happened to be the
spinning coaster by Maurer.

Spinball Whizzer, Immelmann

Spinball Whizzer, drop after the brake

Spinball Whizzer, overview

Two Xtended Spinning Coasters
3000 for the Tussauds Group
Chessington World of Adventures and Alton Towers Park
The English Tussauds Group put two Maurer Xtended SC 3000 Spinning Coasters
into operation on schedule at the end
of March 2004. Visitors to Chessington
World of Adventures in Sussex and Alton
Towers in Staffordshire can now take
advantage of an ingenious ride layout in
which no two rides are ever alike.
The two new SC 3000 Spinning Coasters,
called Spinball Whizzer (Alton Towers)
and Dragon’s Fury (Chessington), were
engineered, built and designed entirely
to customer specifications. Technologically, they are based on the Dual Spinning Coasters “Winja’s Fear” and “Winja’s
Force” installed in 2002 at the German
Phantasialand Park.
Both coasters have the well-known fourseater spinning cars from Maurer Söhne,
with a top speed of 65 km/h and g-forces
of up to 3 g on the spineless track. Each
ride is designed for a maximum capacity
of 950 persons per hour.
At 530 m (1739 ft), the Chessington coaster is longer than its counterpart at Alton
Towers (450 m – 1476 ft). The Chessington track closely hugs the hilly landscape
due to the general height restrictions
in the region, as do most of the park’s
other coasters. To reduce overall height,
the new coaster has a second chain lift.
Shortly after leaving the first lift, at a top
height of 15.5 m (50 ft) above ground
level, the spinning of the cars is released
for a highly dynamic, steep, twisting first

drop and the well-known Maurer “Immelmann” with 90° banking. The spinning of
the cars is modified repeatedly throughout the ride by activating and releasing
the rotation brakes. The ride experience is
unique for every ride – depending on the
weight distribution of the passengers in
the cars – an effect that was of particular
importance to the park operators.

Immelmann swings over
the restrooms
The track layout not only has to follow the
hilly terrain, but also has to skirt around a
number of existing buildings in the park.
For example, the Immelmann track swings
right over the restrooms!
Shortly afterwards, a straight second drop
is followed by plenty of airtime as the cars
run through a camelback, then a carousel
close to the ground. Riders pass through
the second lift, after which a slalom triggers spinning again, followed by a series
of fast left-right turns before reaching the
station brake with its automatic car alignment system. Spinning is locked to make
the cars crawl continuously through the
station at very low speed for exiting and
boarding. This has the benefit of providing plenty of time for passengers to
get on or off, while maintaining the high
capacity of the coaster. These two Tussauds coasters mark the debut of this
new development from Maurer Söhne for
the station area.

Dueling Immelmann
The Alton Towers coaster, with its 450 m
(1476 ft) of track, is a little shorter
than its big brother at Chessington, but
with a lift height of 17 m (56 ft) above
ground level, it also stands slightly higher. The maximum targeted capacity of
950 pph is achieved with eight cars
on the track, as opposed to nine for the
Chessington layout. The location of the
ride is almost level, but it has to bridge
the central path through the park several times. The unique feature in this layout is the duel: two intertwined Immelmann turns with a total of four parallel
track drops as in a skater halfpipe. This
is the first time Maurer Söhne has implemented – at least partially – its Halfpipe
layout. After these two switchback turns,
the cars run through a carousel, some
fast left-right curves, and then back to
the station. The layout of this coaster
has been designed to allow the subsequent incorporation of additional special effects in order to revive the appeal
of this attraction once it has been in
operation for several seasons.
Both spinning coasters are intentionally
laid out as family rides, suitable even for
children of 1.2 m (47 in) in height. They
opened to the public on schedule at the
end of March “thanks to excellent cooperation with the Tussauds Group,”
as Project Manager Michael Werth of
Maurer Söhne points out. Precisely cal-

The timeframe for the two coasters
for Alton Towers and Chessington was
tight. How did the project go?
Both projects went very well; both
opened on time and to budget.
What, in your view, were the main
factors that contributed to the project
being completed on time?
Excellent project management and cooperation with the supplier.
What factors were given special consideration during the implementation
of the project? What factors were of
particular importance to you?
The opening date was the main factor
for us – critical and non-movable. We
also had to work around poor weather.

culated planning of individual structural sections, just-in-time delivery to
the installation site and pre-commissioning of the coaster components at the
Maurer plant in Munich meant that
it was possible to meet the extremely
tight production, delivery and installation schedule. Independent inspection
by HSEC also went smoothly, as the testing authority had been involved in the
order from the outset.

Dragon‘s Fury, before Camelback

What, in your experience, is important
for the successful implementation of
projects in general?
Good project management and reliable
suppliers; good communication and a
good understanding of how the ride will
impact on the rest of the park.
How did visitors respond to the new
roller coasters?
The response has been very positive.
What are the latest trends within the
sector? What direction are parks tending to take at the moment?
The trend now is to offer a broader, wider
range of experiences in the park for all
age groups.
What requirements does the ideal family roller coaster need to fulfill?
Fun, thrilling, a little bit daring and
obviously not too intimidating.

Maurer Söhne – the first
manufacturer in the world
to receive TÜV safety
certificate
At IAAPA 2003, Peter Leutenstorfer
of TÜV Süddeutschland (Technical
Inspectorate,
Southern
Germany)
presented the TÜV certificate to Jörg
Beutler, Managing Director of Maurer
Söhne Amusement.
MAURER SÖHNE is the first manufacturer in the world to be awarded certification by TÜV Süddeutschland for the
production of amusement rides.
This safety seal documents TÜV’s external monitoring of MAURER SÖHNE’s
production in respect of all safetyrelated norms.

Peter Leuterndorfer of TÜV Süddeutschland presents Jörg
Beutler, Managing Director of Maurer Söhne, with the TÜV
safety certificate.

Roofing extends operating times
Membranes protect against rain, snow and/or sun
Roller coasters are great – except in the
rain. The complete enclosure of a coaster
may have its appeal, but is also costly.
One interesting alternative is the use of
membrane roofing with steel structures.
MAURER SÖHNE supplies customized
roofing solutions, to protect rides against
the weather, in cooperation with industrial designers and a membrane specialist.
The roof construction consists of sweeping,
pre-stressed, anticlastic membranes with
a steel support frame, and is customdesigned for the course of the individual
ride. The theme of the park or ride can be
incorporated easily into the design.

Variety of materials

One alternative to textiles is transparent receive a product that underscores the
Various different materials are used for ETFE foil. This has a translucency of 95%, uniqueness of their ride.
the membranes:
thus allowing passage of the entire spec- The great economical advantage of mem Translucent,
PVC-coated polyester trum, including UVA and UVB. ETFE foil brane roofing is that it extends the posmembranes have a light transmission is particularly suitable in areas where it is sible operating times, in many cases even
of 5 to 12%. This is sufficient to be important to protect against rain without permitting all-year operation. The ride can
able to read a newspaper, without the reducing sunlight. The advantages of this also be enclosed at the sides for winter
aid of artificial lighting, in a room en- material are highlighted by its previous operation in cooler climes. Temporary
closed with a PVC membrane.
use in greenhouses, zoos and swimming heaters can be used as required to ensure
 PTFE-coated glass-fiber membranes
pools. The foil can also be printed, depend- that temperatures remain pleasant. It goes
are more expensive, but have a higher ing on the desired degree of translucency, without saying that the roof construction
degree of translucency – up to 40% – thus increasing the freedom of design. is designed to withstand expected snow
and an extremely dirt-repellent Furthermore, it offers protection against loads to which it may be subjected.
coating.
hail and has a long service life of approx. On request, the roof construction can also
Both materials are coated woven fabrics 25 - 30 years.
be fitted with noise protection measures
which can be customized according to The combination of membrane and steel and is thus a solution for parks that
specific requirements, and both offer su- allows extremely lightweight, attractive have to meet specific regulations in this
preme sun and rain protection.
designs that can be flexibly custom-made respect, or that wish to address the confor each individual ride. Park operators cerns of local residents.

Example of possible dome-shaped membrane roof
(Spinball Whizzer, Alton Towers)

Example of membrane roof with a central support
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Freedom on tracks – new possibilities
in roller coaster design
Maurer Söhne is using the latest software technology to design and implement tracks for the next generation of
roller coasters
Creative ideas alone are not enough. The
car and track are the two most important
components of every roller coaster. It is
only when these two elements are perfectly adapted to one another that there
is any space for integrating new and creative ideas – ideas that turn a roller coaster into something special and unique.
This is why Maurer Söhne decided right
from the outset that new areas in track
design would have to be explored in parallel with the development of the Maurer
X-Car so as to take advantage of the outstanding and totally unique characteristics of this car.

Real-time, precise, and
dynamic

Further forms of visualization offered
by Maurer-XTRAC™ include interfaces
for creating realistic representations of
tracks integrated into amusement parks.
The designer and client can see the proposed coaster already integrated into an
existing park environment. This visualization is significantly more detailed than
can be achieved with conventional wireframe models..

One of the most crucial, unique features
of the integrated XTRAC™ software is
the real-time, precise, dynamic calculations that are constantly performed in
the background in parallel with development of the track. These include speed,
acceleration and force indicators. In contrast to developing roller coasters by using
other programs or conventional engineering-based approaches, which always fol-

Due to the previously inconceivable
wealth of detail and the high speed of the
visualization features offered by MaurerXTRAC™, the design of a coaster can be
agreed upon in great detail by the client
and manufacturer very early on in the project. Early agreement to the concept results
in rapid implementation of the project.

editor, Maurer-XTRAC™ also offers designers an extensive library of track templates. These track templates are constantly being expanded, either by projects that have already been completed
or through innovative ideas developed in
advance for potential future projects.

Great detail very early

Computer-supported track
production
The result of this development work – conducted over a period of several years – is
an incredibly high-performance software
solution that optimizes the planning
of custom-designed roller coasters and
offers an integrated solution – including
dynamic and static calculations for the
track, computer-supported track production and quality assurance. The comprehensive software package, called XTRAC™
(Extended Track Construction Software),
was developed in collaboration with the
University of Duisburg, Germany, using
the latest computer technology and scientific methods, and has now been fully implemented at Maurer Söhne.

From initial idea to
finished track
The first step in developing any new roller
coaster is to identify the overall boundary
conditions. These include the rider capacity, intended target group, degree of
thrill, size and theme of the roller coaster, type of car (non-spinning, spinning,
skidding, etc.), terrain, existing structures, and other constraints that need to
be taken into account. Ideally, as early as
the beginning of the planning phase, this
task would be tackled using a 3D data
model of the site for the roller coaster.
This would be followed by the actual “creative phase” in track development: designing the roller coaster itself. A roller
coaster that takes into account all of the
relevant boundary conditions will score
maximum points with regard to uniqueness and meeting the client’s objectives. In addition to a convenient track

Screenshot: 3D data model of an amusement park

From layout to optimised
design
The optimization of the track’s layout
as accomplished by XTRAC™ cannot be
achieved using conventional calculation
methods. Since every roller coaster design
is based on the track layout, and the characteristics of the track depend, in turn,
on the accelerations achieved along the
track, there is a design gap in the development process that, until now, could
only be bridged by the experience and
instincts of the designer – and a lot of
hard work.

Layouts with complete
precision
For the first time, XTRAC™ now enables track layouts to be designed with
complete precision. The accelerations
derived from the track layout are calculated and provided to the designer in an
acceleration editor. Here, they can be
optimized automatically, semi-automatically or manually, using algorithms specifically developed for this purpose. This
allows specification of the ideal acceleration characteristics for the desired ride
experience.

XTRAC™ adopts these values and uses
them to optimize the track layout. Changes
to the track implemented as a result
of this process are often barely perceptible to the naked eye, but create noticeably smoother acceleration characteristics
with significantly reduced acceleration
peaks. Consequently, not only is the ride
experience improved, but it is also possible to design more interesting track elements. The loads acting on the car are
also significantly reduced, thus reducing
wear and maintenance costs. XTRAC™
also enables other track parameters to be
optimized with great precision. Additional
loads, formerly necessary because precise
calculations were not possible, can now
be avoided.

Automatic control
functions
The safety blocks, which play a particularly vital role for tracks with individual
cars, as well as for the ride dynamics and
capacity of the coaster, can be specified
more precisely. Important control functions, such as the clearance envelope in
tight corners and extreme twists, are calculated automatically. This guarantees a
high level of design safety.

Screenshot of the XTRAC™ editor

From the software to the
hardware

Screenshot of the XTRAC development environment: detail

low the steps of ‘designing, drawing, calculating’, XTRAC™ ensures that the track
is viable and can be implemented exactly
the way it was designed. This advantage
is invaluable with regard to the speed
with which roller coasters can be developed, and also in terms of ensuring planning reliability.

As vivid and realistic as
possible
In order to discuss the layout of a track
with a client, any sketches should be as
vivid and realistic as possible. For this
purpose, a high-performance visualization interface has been developed for
XTRAC™, offering clear and precise graphics. As well as specifying and displaying
the potential positions of supports, using
automatic static calculations, the cars can
also be displayed in great detail.
Due to the precise calculation of every
vehicle’s position, special cars, such as
spinning cars, can be precisely calculated
and realistically depicted, even when they
are spinning. This means that the rotation
excitation for various load conditions can
already be optimized during this phase
of the development process. Roller coaster designs and car themes developed in
parallel can also be easily integrated and
displayed in the visualization interface
for discussion purposes. Special effects,
such as vertical lifts and other mechanically supported track features, the incorporation of timed special effects, and the
position of vehicles on other tracks, can
all be realistically simulated and represented. This makes it possible to optimize
the effect of vehicles pursuing one another on the tracks of a dual-tracked racing
coaster. With its incredible flexibility, high
operating speed and visualization features, Maurer-XTRAC™ offers unique possibilities for directly involving clients in
the design and optimization of their roller coasters.

Screenshot of the XTRAC development environment: overview

Accurate model of a ride integrated into a park

XTRAC™ not only significantly shortens
the calculation phase of a roller coaster,
but also enables production to be started
considerably earlier. Brakes and drives are
largely specified automatically. Following
approval of the layout, XTRAC™ transfers
the data to specially-developed structural calculation modules, which, in turn,
enable near-automatic creation of the
shop drawings. Parallel to this process,
a requirements list is compiled for ordering materials with long delivery times.
Time is therefore saved not only in the
design of the coaster, but also in the
early start of the production processes.
XTRAC™ immediately makes available,
in the form of integrated data flows, all
data released for production. This means
that when the track is produced, the planned assembly of the components can be
viewed directly on the computer terminal.
The laser measuring instrument needed to
calibrate the rail coordinates is also provided with all required data directly from
the computer. Elimination of the manual
interface results in higher quality track
with reduced reworking in a faster time.

Screenshot of the XTRAC™ acceleration editor

Continued on page 6 » » » »

Realisitic representation of a ride
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Spinning spider camelback
Maurer to build SC 3000 for Grupo Parques
Reunidos, Parque de Atracciones de Madrid
obstacle, but as a source of inspiration
for a creative layout, and secondly, they
have made the most of every opportunity
to put the spiders into a spin.
A high-speed lift carries the passengers
to the top of the ride at 4.2 m/s – followed immediately by a plummeting 51°
drop to blow away the cobwebs. They
then race into the first Immelmann turn,
followed by several sharp curves and a
camelback. A second, lower Immelmann
turn is attractively integrated into the
layout of the first Immelmann. The ride
then enters a tunnel, passing underneath
Maurer Söhne is set to supply a new cus- the tracks of an existing ride, the “Mine
tom-designed SC 3000 Spinning Coaster Train”. Thanks to the tunnel, the height
for Madrid’s “Parque de Atracciones” variation throughout the ride is greater
leisure park, owned by the Spanish park than one might expect from looking at
operator Parques Reunidos S.A.
just the structure above ground.
The new ride will be ready next spring Next comes a series of mouse curves
and its eight 4-seater spinning cars with to maximize the spinning of the cars,
a spidery theme will be speeding round followed by more camelbacks and a final
the tracks.
exhilarating dash through a building
And the “spiders” are spinning them- before returning to the station.
selves a substantial web, with some The designers placed great importance
630 m (2067 ft) of track, making it a on creating a layout that would be
relatively large Spinning Coaster.
fun for all the family, with never a dull
moment.
Local features exploited to The coaster will be attractively
the full
integrated into the rolling terrain
The track designers have achieved two of the park, blending well with
things: firstly, they saw the constraints the existing buildings and rides.
of the existing infrastructure not as an

Facts & figures for the
new coaster at the Parque
de Atracciones, Madrid









Height of coaster, measured from
station: 21.7 m (71 ft)
Maximum height difference:
25.5 m (84 ft)
Max. angle of bank: -77° / +88°
Max. angle of pitch (i.e. gradient):
-47° / + 55°
Max. speed: 18.8 m/s (= 68 km/h)

Water ride in Lebanon
Maurer Söhne uses terrain to the full
The new Metropolitan Park in Beirut,
Lebanon, will be opening its gates to
the public with two MAURER rides:
a water ride and an SC 3000 (see
article below). The customer was
the Dubai-based investor group, Al
Habtoor.
The water ride is a Junior Rapid
Ride with six-seater round boats
and exciting ride effects. The 420 m
(1378 ft) long track covers a height
difference of 12 m (39 ft) and is
optimally adapted to the steep, hilly
terrain of the Metropolitan Park.

After leaving the station, with its convenient boarding conveyor, the boats
dance through a wave pool. The rotating
boats then enter an innovative whirlpool,
before racing back out of the middle down
a 4.5 m chute.
The ride can be adapted for hot or cold
weather by adjusting the spray effects.
The spectacular effects, such as waterfalls,
cascades and fountains are fed, in part,
from the water moving along the channel. This meant that it was possible to
reduce still further the already relatively
low power consumption of the pumps.

Layout of Junior Rapid Ride at Metropolitan Park

SC 3000 for Lebanon
Over 30° gradient
Layout SC 3000, Parque de Attracciones

Heaven’s Hell

Study: floorless on steel cables
Thinking today about tomorrow, Maurer
Söhne has developed a revolutionary
new amusement ride concept: a thrill
ride on steel cables. Together with
Augsburg industrial designers Hartmann
und Hartmann, Verena Wiesmann from
Munich University of Applied Sciences
has already drawn up concrete plans of
just what such a ride could look like.
After a rocket-like start, the gondola flies
more or less freely through the air and
rotates up to 90 degrees, both horizontally and vertically. Rapid acceleration
and deceleration combine with high

speeds to provide the kicks in this ride.
Furthermore, the Heaven’s Hell ride is
floorless. The eight individually-driven
steel cables work solely on the basis of
traction and open up a whole new range
of innovative ride figures.
This wealth of new ideas has also
impressed the judges on the panels of
two design awards: the Heaven’s Hell
study received a special distinction at
the Lucky Strike Junior Design Award
04 and featured in the exhibition at the
Bayrischer Staatspreis 04.

Layout of SC 3000 at Metropolitan Park

“Heaven‘s Hell” cable platform developed by Verena Wiesmann

Weightless in space
RoboTower study

“RoboTower” study

The future has been brought another step
closer by the work of Torsten Schmidt at
the TU Dresden: a “rocket” that allows
passengers to fulfill their dreams of
space travel, at least as far as the ride
sensation is concerned.
At the heart of this ride is the Robocoaster, an industrial robot that can perform any motion in any direction with
the utmost precision. In its guise as an
amusement park ride, however, this allrounder moves a two-seat passenger
capsule through space rather than a tool.
Nor is it alone – true to the RoboTower

Construction work at Metropolitan Park with SC 3000 track completed

principle, more than a dozen robots are
in action. Each can be individually programmed and can master an almost
limitless range of ride programs: from
gentle, pleasant ride profiles to hard
thrills, and from the extreme thrust of
a rocket blast-off to the sensation of
weightlessness.
For the passenger in the rocket capsule,
everything is unpredictable: there is no
path, no track, no linkage and no predefined planes to give away what is
coming.

In addition to the two new customdesigned SC 3000 Spinning Coasters
for the English Tussauds Group, another MAURER Xtended SC 3000 has
been built for more southerly climes:
the new Metropolitan Park in Beirut,
Lebanon.
Maurer Söhne went to great lengths to
integrate the 465 m (1525 ft) coaster
into the demanding terrain of the
park, with a gradient of over 30°, and
incorporate elements from the versatile
theming of the park.
The 16 m (52 ft) lift conveys the spinning cars up the steep slope and high

up over the valley. Here the passengers
are briefly treated to a fantastic view out
over the whole of Beirut and the nearby
Mediterranean – but almost at once the
ride enters a series of tight curves that
send the passengers into a spin. This is
followed by a drop down to the striking
Immelmann turn. The ride spirals through
barren, volcanic landscape before hopping unexpectedly over a queuing line.
Thematic highlights of the park are picked
out again and again, as the cars pass
through a pyramid, for example, or spin
over the surface of an artificial lake.
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Quality control right up to
the finished track
The precision of the dynamic calculations
and the optimized track layout are only of
any practical use if the most precise tolerances and highest quality standards are
also applied in the production phase.
Maurer Söhne is the first manufacturer in
the world to have installed an external
quality control system operated by the
TÜV Süddeutschland technical inspectorate for its amusement ride production.
Maurer Söhne has been awarded the
TÜV Safety Certificate. Maurer-XTRAC™
supports quality assurance by generating
standard and standardized documentation as well as quality assurance protocols that are immediately processed online at the terminal through data coupling
in production. The high-tech 3D-Scan
measuring method has been introduced
as an additional quality assurance tool
and linked to XTRAC™.
The entire track can be spatially measured
again after completion and compared
with the target layout in XTRAC™. This
highlights and analyzes even the most
minor deviations. The result is a quantum leap in quality inspections. When
compared with existing systems, roller
coasters produced using Maurer-XTRAC™

planning data with the finished product
will lead to significantly improved tracks
in the future.

TÜV Safety Certificate

WSIWYG principle
The introduction of XTRAC™ now allows
the familiar WYSIWYG (“what you see
is what you get”) principle from the
world of computers to be applied to
the construction of roller coasters. The
constant, simultaneous, real-time dynamic calculations enable a high level of
design quality to be achieved as early
as the bidding stage. What the client
sees in the bidding stage will be what
he gets as his final product. For the
first time, even roller coasters with
various kinds of special cars, such as the
Spinning Coaster, can be realistically
simulated and designed. The integrated
electronic data processing environment

There’s more to designing a roller
coaster than designing a roller
coaster!

Nicholas J. Farmer

Imagine you are a CEO with overall
responsibility for the production of
a classic piece of entertainment – a
Hollywood movie. If you can produce a
box-office hit, financial success should
follow and your job will be safe!
But how do you achieve success and
where do you start? You will start by
looking for an idea, a concept and a
story for the type of movie you believe
your market is hungry for. When you
have a good story and script (and you’ve
found the money) you can go and hire
the right people to make the movie.
A major new park ride should start life
in the same way. The aim is to produce a
great experience from beginning to end.
The experience begins when the public
first sees your advertising and publicity
for the new ride - for this a great name
and brand identity is compulsory! The

end of the experience may be the ride
photography and merchandise in the gift
shop, but can go on to include Internet
clubs and other on-line activity. In between is the ride itself, delivering visitors’
expectations of adventure, mystique and
excitement.
Highly talented engineers design and
build the ride system of course, in the
same way as the technical and special
effect people in Hollywood construct the
mechanics of a movie. But, in both cases,
don’t forget the storytellers, script writers
and marketing specialists who deliver
soul, character and identity.
By considering the wider picture beyond
the steel and the wood we can create
a bigger experience, a bigger and more
compelling show. Everything is a show in
our industry and the better your show is,
the easier your marketing and promotion
will be. You will be offering a unique
experience, avoiding having to compete
only on price.
In reality, for a number of reasons, a park
operator’s first decision may be to choose
a coaster from a specific manufacturer,
usually because the ride has been tried
somewhere else and found to offer a
great ride. But please, before the final
specifications for the ride are confirmed,
carry out a comprehensive ‘show analysis’
to ensure the best possible use is being
made of the opportunities the investment
will offer. Always consider the complete
experience, beginning to end. In establishing the project brief, include personnel

from maintenance, operations, marketing,
retail and catering in your discussions
– and include a storyteller.
The most unpopular features in major
parks today are queues. They are becoming ever more unpopular, so real
thought must be given to relieving the
boredom – there are many ways the tedium can be relieved. Ride loading times
can be improved if visitors are able to
watch and see how people ahead of
them board the cars. Ride photography
sales can be dramatically improved by
early planning and correct location of
the cameras. A ride’s name, character
and identity can make marketing the
attraction a dream concept or a difficult
problem.
For your next project, make sure you bring
your full development team together at
the earliest opportunity. Right from the
start, use the accumulated experience
that undoubtedly surrounds you to build
a great box-office hit!
Nick Farmer is Managing Director of
Farmer Attraction Development Ltd
www.farmer.co.uk
Nick is also Vice President of TEA – the
association representing the creators of
compelling places and experiences.

Screenshot: Automated clearance check

Popular and highly reliable
Screenshot: Real 3D data scanned from the track compared
with the target data from the plans

at Maurer Söhne and the continuous
workflows – from the initial planning
3D construction drawings are created semi-automatically
phase to the completed track – lead to
the greatest possible accuracy
in planning and
production, assuring exceptionally high quality
standards.
Ride manufacturers can reduce roller coaster construction
lead-times while
incorporating
all the unique
site conditions
found at the
clients’ parks.
The calculation
and production
accuracy offered
by the latest
Precision rail production using precise laser measurements
technology eliare distinguished by their extremely low minates the need for design margins
deviations between design data and the that were previously indispensable, and
measured values. Any deviations are used enables the utilization of all available
to further improve the calculation par- options for new and exciting roller coastameters, such as the preset values for air er designs.
resistance and friction coefficients. The
currently unrivaled convergence of the

Success for the MAURER Power Tower
Towers are recognized as attractive eyecatchers in any leisure park, but their
thematic integration into the park is
difficult due to the general lack of variation in the up-and-down motion. With
the Xtended Power Tower concept, MAURER
SÖHNE gets things moving again.
“The Maurer Söhne Power Tower cannot
be compared with a normal free-fall
tower,” stresses Horst Ruhe, Managing
Director of Maurer Rides. “Again and
again, our customers confirm that the
Maurer Söhne tower is highly versatile
and stimulating, thanks particularly to
the varied range of ride programs.”
The manufacturer consciously avoids the
term “free-fall tower” and describes the
tower as a “vertical ride”. The tower does,
of course, have all the capabilities of a
free-fall tower, but, because the gondola
is under full control at all times, the park
operator can respond with different ride
programs to address the expectations of
the visitors. This is popular and results
in high utilization of the ride: over 40
percent of family park visitors ride the
MAURER SÖHNE Power Tower. This is a
very high quota for a vertical ride.

Once just isn’t enough
A convincing 90% of passengers surveyed after riding the Power Tower affirmed that they wanted to ride it again on
their next visit.
This is an encouraging confirmation of
the MAURER SÖHNE product strategy to
appeal to a wide range of park visitors
with sophisticated and varied rides, rather
than concentrating on extreme rides.
This is why MAURER SÖHNE is constantly
developing new thematic concepts for the
tower. The latest design is a bell tower.
The possibilities are endless thanks to
the fact that the tower can be freely programmed: it can start and stop the
descent at any desired height, accelerate
and decelerate, and even tilt the seats
forwards by a unique 30 degrees.
This versatility enables park operators to
choose from a wide range of different
programs – from gentle rides with a panoramic view to extreme thrills – at the
touch of a button. A detailed daily
timetable allows visitors to choose the
program with the desired level of tranquility or excitement, and either glide
gracefully up the Power Tower or race to
the top before plummeting earthwards
once again.
A further important aspect for operators
is the high availability of the MAURER

SÖHNE Power Tower: despite the technological complexity of the ride, current
evaluations by operators indicate average
availability of over 99 percent.
It is not surprising, therefore, that
MAURER SÖHNE is currently working on a
number of promising customer projects.

Power Tower with bell tower theme
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X-Car: triple award-winner

Focusing on the customer

Maurer X-Car wins the red dot, IDEA 2004 and
Best Idea Euro Show awards

The Sales department – our most important
link with the outside world

areas and received the sought-after “red
dot”. The red dot award ceremony was
held on 5th of July 2004 in the Aalto
Theater, Essen. The award-winning work
was displayed at the special exhibition
“Design Innovations 2004 – red dot
award: product design” at the red dot
design museum in Essen.
.

Industrial Design
Excellence Award

Head of Development Dr. Alfred Müller proudly accepts the
award for “Best Idea” at the Euro Show 2004.

The X-Car cleans up – the innovative
Maurer Söhne development has meanwhile scooped up three awards: the
“red dot design award” from the North
Rhine-Westphalian Design Center, the
“Silver IDEA 2004” from the Industrial
Designers Society of America and
“BusinessWeek” magazine, and the “Best
Idea” award at the Euro Show 2004.
The red dot award has been presented
annually by the North Rhine-Westphalian
Design Center since 1955, and is one of
the oldest and most prestigious design
awards in the world. The international
jury places particular importance on the
degree of innovation, functionality, quality of form, symbolic and emotive content,
ergonomic aspects and ecological compatibility. The X-Car scored well in all these

Worldwide, some 1,294 products
were competing for 130 prizes at the
“Industrial Design Excellence Award 2004”
(IDEA). The X-Car is the only Silver Award
winner in the “Transportation” category.
Assessment criteria included design innovation, user-friendliness, safety, functionality, market placement and aesthetics.
All award-winning products were published in the global BusinessWeek magazine.
The official IDEA award ceremony for the
winners is to be held on 30th of October
in Pasadena, California.
Success number three for the X-Car was
the award for “Best Idea” at the Euro
Show 2004.
“These three awards are the result of a
combined team effort,” stresses Jörg
Beutler, Managing Director of Maurer
Söhne Amusement. “Together with
Augsburg-based industrial designers
Hartmann + Hartmann, the Institute for
Ergonomics at the Technical University
of Munich, and the TÜV Süddeutschland
Technical Inspectorate, we have landed
a major success in terms of design and
engineering.”

Intensive customer contact is a major
priority at MAURER Söhne, particularly
for the “Amusement Rides” division. The
desires and expectations, but also the
on-site problems of our customers, constitute the challenge for MAURER Söhne
to develop innovative rides.
The most important link between our
customers and our internal departments
is the Sales department. At trade fairs,
on customer visits and in the case of
initial contact from customers, there
is always a member of our Sales team
involved. He knows “his” customers, he
knows the industry, and, often enough,
he is also familiar with the local conditions on site.

Goal: satisfied customers
The primary objective at MAURER
Söhne is for the customer to be
satisfied with “his” MAURER ride.
In order for us to achieve this goal,
everything must run like clockwork
internally: the individual departments
– from Planning and Production to
Service – must work closely together.
This requires good teamwork – both
internally and, of course, with Sales.
We set great store by this, so that the
Sales team can make a competent,
efficient and dynamic impression on
the customer.

The principal goal of the Maurer Söhne Sales team is satisfied customers. In the photograph (from left to right):
Hermann Bockhorni, Director Sales; Ralf Ruder, Sales Assistant; David G. Focke, Sales Representative (USA/Canada);
Magda Hurler, Sales Assistant; Horst Ruhe, Managing Director – Maurer Rides GmbH; Susanne Horedt, Sales Assistant;
Arno Feldenz, Managing Director – Maurer Water Rides GmbH, and Jan J. van Morkhoven, Sales Representative (Spain).

Review of Orlando fair

Daisy Pawley, Drayton Manor Park (U.K.)

There is certainly plenty of movement
in the field of amusement rides – so it
is only fitting that they should also be
set in motion on the Internet. For this
reason, you can now find videos at
www.maurer-soehne.de showing attractive Maurer Söhne rides from around the
world. These include:
 Xtended Power Tower
 SC 2000
 SC 3000 at Phantasialand
 SC 3000 at Alton Towers
 Maurer X-Car
 Wild Mouse
 Compact Spinning Coaster
 And, as an example of a roller coaster with train in the category “Thrill
Rides”: the “Andalusia Railroad” at
Portopialand Kure, Japan
The link to each video can be found
above the description of the respective
ride, on the right-hand side below the
pictures. Two versions are available in
each case: high-quality videos for users
with fast Internet
connections, and
data-reduced files
for slower transmission rates.
MAURER SÖHNE
completely reworked its website in summer 2003.
The Munich-based company’s Internet
presence is clearly structured and vividly
brought to life with a large number of
illustrations.
In addition to the “Amuse-ment Rides”
division, the website also invites you
to “take a peek” at the full range of
technical expertise embodied by Maurer
Söhne: the other navigation options are
“Bridge Equipment” and “Constructional
Steelwork”.

Professional service
management
As part of its Life-Cycle Management,
Maurer Söhne offers basic and advanced
training for customers and their employees. Advanced training courses are
available for all system types. By the end
of 2004, over 30 participants will have
been certified for a range of different
systems.

Andreas Leicht, CEO Hansa Park, Germany

Videos at
www.maurer-soehne.de

and problems are nipped in the bud. This
reduces costs and increases safety: once
a problem has been detected, and provided that appropriate action is taken, the
problem is no longer a potential source
of danger.

For park operators, the enhanced training
level of their employees brings a whole
host of advantages:
 Increased specialist expertise on site
 Faster reaction times in the event of
problems; failures can be avoided
 Cost savings
 Safer system operation
 Safety concepts reduce insurance
costs

Knock-on effect:
prevention

Gary Story, Chairman of IAAPA Board;
left: Les Hudson, Vice President of Design, Six Flags

Mats Wedin, President + CEO Liseberg Group,
Göteborg (Sweden)

Maurer Söhne has observed – and this
has been confirmed by customer feedback
– that specially trained personnel do not
wait until a problem has already occurred
before they react; instead, they apply their
advanced competence to prevent problems from occurring in the first place, i.e.
systems are treated with due care, repairs
and maintenance are carried out expertly

Guido Bäuerle, Head of Maurer Söhne Customer Support,
presents Farnswoth Alma with his certificate on successful
completion of the service training course “Maurer Söhne certified maintenance and servicing technician”. Farnswoth Alma
is Head of Maintenance at Lagoon Park (Utah, USA).
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Cleared for take-off

Initial impressions of the first X-Car coaster at
the Allgäu Skyline Park
According to the assembled experts, the
Sky Wheel’s inaugural run during the official opening ceremony at the Allgäu Skyline Park was “surprisingly quiet”. This,
of course, only applied to the X-Car:
the enthusiastic response of the visitors
– some 200 business partners, operators
of other parks, and politicians – to this
maiden run was somewhat more audible.
And this quiet operation is indeed a distinctive characteristic of the exceptional
production quality of the ride.
The celebration was planned and organized by Mr. and Mrs. Löwenthal, who run
the park. After a number of speeches, the
world’s highest inverted ride was blessed
by a Lutheran pastor and a Catholic
priest. An open-air concert in front of the
Sky Wheel provided the musical setting,
while a champagne christening led on to
more earthly pleasures: refreshments, followed in the evening by a public party.

Train inverted at top of tower with g-force of -1 g

Vertical drop; train still inclined at approx. 110°
Train in vertical lift

The two coupled X-Cars at the start of the lift

Model of the Sky Wheel, complete with extension stage
1 (yellow) and 2 (red)

Sky Wheel as seen from the front. The park’s impressive new landmark.

Speeches by Mr. and Mrs. Löwenthal

Guests try out the new X-Car train. Front left: Mrs. Löwenthal

Response
For more detailed information, please
select one or more of the following
options:

Sky Wheel viewed from behind with its imposing lift tower

Train under extreme torsion in the 360° Heart Roll

Guests attending the blessing of the Sky Wheel

Champagne christening of the Sky Wheel
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